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The site

The creation of the views

The formation of the volumes by the axis

The three connecting directions

Lvivo 68A
Business Campus
Our focus has been to create an attractive, exciting, and comfortable office campus
based on sustainable principals. The office campus is divided into three buildings,
which are linked through a central ground floor ‘garden lobby’. This structure works
like that of a green clover, with three petals joined by a stem. The stem is the garden
lobby, the pivotal center of the campus, complete with a variety of auditoriums,
lounge areas, informal meeting spaces, a public café and more. The building blocks
or ‘petals’ are formed as to respect the historical axis of the ancient Vilnius Riga tract.
Each of the three blocks meets the lobby area through an atrium space, which flows
up through that building, with the extent of the atrium space changing from floor
to floor. These variable atrium spaces follow the façade and are oriented towards
each other to provide a visual connection between the different campus elements.
Workspaces are arranged in neighborhoods with direct access to these inviting
atrium areas. We imagine these atriums full of green plants, each with a differently
themed atmosphere, creating a varied experience of the campus.
Each of the blocks can be split between 2 to 3 tenants, allowing maximum flexibility
in how the building is to be rented out.
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Urban idea
The essence of our design is built around our respect
for the city of Vilnius. Respect for the historical fabric of
the city, respect for the existing character of the city, and
respect for the iconic nature of the neighboring K29.
Respect for historical city fabric
The analyzed area lies in the central part of the city and falls
into the historical suburb of Šnipiškės, which was formed
on both sides of the historical road (tract) leading to Riga.
Historical tracts were trade roads, whose intersections
determined the emergence of Vilnius, the appearance
of public spaces, and the structure of the city. Thus, the
directions of human movement, as well as the surrounding
environment (landscape, river) determined the form of the
city.
The urban fabric of the emerging new city center is
dominated by Konstitucijos Avenue, a migratory / visual
corridor. Although the route of the Konstitucijos Avenue,
formed at the end of the twentieth century, crossed the
historical Vilnius-Riga tract, its urban grid prominently
remains in the urban fabric of Šnipiškės. Part of the section
of the historical tract (now Šnipiškių St.) has survived and
it functions as a pedestrian boulevard (public space). It is
formed by a historically built neighborhood, starting with
St. Church of the Archangel Rapolas with a monastery.
To the east, the visual corridor of this compositional axis
ends at Vilnius Upper Castle (Gediminas Tower). And to the
west, part of the modern, recent buildings are composed
according to the direction of this compositional axis (see
Scheme No. 1).
The projected site (Lvivo str. 68A) is in the trajectory of this
compositional axis and is one of the last elements in Lvivo
Street (as well as of “urban hill”). We have therefore formed
the composition of the campus to make way for this axis,
allowing it to pass through the city and extending the visual
corridor towards the Gediminas Tower.
Respect for existing character of Vilnius
The historic nature of the city is crucial to its identity.
Although the site lies in the modern ‘Urban Hill’ district,
we have worked to design a building in dialogue with the
city’s past: through natural stone façade elements, and
a classical ‘base’ motif in the building’s ground floor. The
complex is divided into three smaller buildings, and within
each building the facade line is faceted to avoid long
facades and give the building a scale more suited to its
historical home city.
Respect for the green character of Vilnius has also been
a guiding theme. The city is known for its exceptional
amounts of green areas, and often referred to as the
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greenest capital in the Baltics. We see this as a strength
that should be emphasized and celebrated. Therefore,
the building is orientated as to provide a link between the
new public space, the green triangle to the west and the
Japanese Garden to the north east. The central ‘pavilion’
building is to be thought of as a green space, with a green
roof designed to improve biodiversity in the city, and these
green elements continue up through the building in the
three atrium spaces.
Respect for neighboring buildings
The site is located adjacent to one of the city’s most iconic
buildings - K29. It has been our intention not to compete
but to compliment this neighbor. Our building is broken
down into smaller buildings making it subordinate to its
iconic neighbor. The facade line adjacent to K29 is also
faceted in a concave fashion, embracing and framing K29.
Analysis of local area
The dominant urban (compositional) axis of the historical
center of Vilnius, on the left bank of the Neris, is Gediminas
Avenue, built in the 19th and 20th centuries. It connects
historically formed public spaces (squares). The
development of the new city center, on the right bank of
the Neris, and the public interest in it determine the new
direction of human migration from the old part of the city
center and back. This compositional axis (that emerged
in the second half of the 20th century) extends from
Mount Tauras to the new city center. It combines a string
of existing and projected common urban and local public
spaces.
Common urban areas are: Pamėnkalnis, part of Gediminas
Avenue, Lukiškės Square, green, public spaces on the Neris
embankment, part of Šnipiškės Boulevard, Europa Square.
Local spaces are: “Swedbank” and “First Swallows”. On
the right bank of the Neris, two structures of the public
spaces are separated. One is of the “harder” character with
urban squares and plazas that develop in the direction
of “European Square”. The second is a clearly of softer
character that continues in the direction of the slopes of
Šeškinė oz. This chain of green / public spaces connects a
whole range of parks.
The projected plot is located at the intersection of the
compositional-migratory axes of the Green-public spaces
and the Old Vilnius-Riga tract. And there is a lack of
pedestrian links between the right bank of the Neris and
the Japanese Garden, which is currently being completed
(see Figure 2).
Design goals of the Business Campus at Lvivo 68A are:
- Integration of urban pedestrian flows
- connecting the green space structure
- reinforcement of the compositional axis of the historical
tract
- buildings as a wall separating K29 Park from traffic noise
and pollution (from Geležinio Vilko and Lvivo streets).
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2.
3.

1.

Historical tract Vilnius-Riga as a compositional axis

Site connections
1. K29 Park
2. Japaneese garden
3. New green square to be developed
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New city center compositional axis

Site boundary

“Gediminas tower”- Vilnius upper castle

New city center compositional axis

Buildings adjacent to the compositional axis (“urban grid”)

Pedestrian connections with the object under design

The formant of the spatial visual corridor

Urban, pedestrian and bicycle connections

“Gediminas tower”- Vilnius upper castle

Lobby/atrium
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Architectural idea
Our focus has been to create an attractive, exciting, and
comfortable work environment based on sustainable
principals. Our key idea has been to design an indoor –
outdoor campus, providing employees with pleasant and
relaxing shared spaces for quiet work and recharging
throughout the year. The office campus is divided into three
buildings, which are linked through a central ground floor
‘garden lobby’. The garden lobby is the pivotal center of
the office campus, complete with a variety of auditoriums,
lounge areas, informal meeting spaces, a café and more, to
which the employees gravitate to meet or work away from
their desks. The space is designed for information sharing
and efficient use.
Each of the three buildings is connected to this lobby area
through an atrium space, which flows up through that
building, with the extent of the atrium space changing
from floor to floor. These variable atrium spaces follow the
façade and are oriented towards each other to provide a
visual connection between the different campus elements.
Workspaces are arranged in neighborhoods with direct
access to these inviting atrium areas. We imagine these
atriums full of green plants, each with a differently themed
atmosphere, creating a varied experience of the campus.
Themes could by based around Lithuanian forest plants,
such as “The pine tree forest”, “The birch tree valley”, “The
herb meadows”, or the “The flower garden”. The close
vicinity of these green indoor spaces to the workspaces
allows employees access to nature at any time without
having to cross security lines.
The projected volumes will be such that the gap between
them, in the east-west direction, will coincide with the
composition axis of the new city center, extending the
visual corridor towards the Gediminas Tower. And the
gap to the north will be oriented towards the Japanese
Garden. All three planned volumes can be developed in
separate stages of construction, and together they will
form a dynamic composition combined, at the ground
floor level, into one whole. This connection is a transparent
8 meter high central lobby. It is an intermediate zone
between the outside and the inside that concentrates and
distributes pedestrian flows. With this area, the atriums
of three buildings with vertical connections are attached.
The image of the lobby as a semi-outdoor space will be
enhanced by interior solutions with planted trees (the
image of a covered street). The overlay above the lobby will
also be planted with greenery.
Three entrances are planned from the main directions
- from Lvivo Street, with a possible connection to the
Japanese Garden, from K29 Park and from the west side.
The latter representative entrance will be visible from a
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distant perspective - by descending from Geležinio Vilko
Street towards the city center. The western elevation of the
designed complex, together with the recently developed
adjacent “Park Town”, completes the urban structure at the
beginning of Lviv Street. The triangular space formed here
acquires a new potential to become an attractive public
space - a Green square
A mix of hard and soft landscaping brings these
themed areas out into the building’s surroundings, most
prominently in the new public space to the south west.
We propose a landscape project guided by natural Baltic
habitats, to provide an attractive and relaxing campus for
employees. At the same time we intend to build upon the
landscape elements of the neighboring K29, to provide a
natural connection between the two buildings.
Lvivo 68A should seem like a natural new destination for
employees, visitors, and the public. As well as attractive
break out areas for employees and office functions, the
ground floor provides a public café for Vilnius locals and
a series of commercial spaces with façade areas out
towards Lvivo street.

The clover - three separate volums coming together into the gathering
center spot - the stem of the clover leaf

The base and the main tree entry points

The corner atriums facing each other

Stage II
Stage I
Stage III

The green links

Possible three building stages
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JAPANESE GARDEN
GREEN SQUARE

Future
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Solar
PVs

Drop-off
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Bicycle
parking

North entrance
Drop-off

Bicycle
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Bicycle
parking

West entrance

C2

Solar
PVs

Green
roof

LVIVO
BUSINESS CAMPUS

C3

C1

Solar
PVs

Garden Lobby

East entrance

Ramp to
basement

Safe
crossing
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Service
access

Bicycle
parking
Cafe terrace
Outdoor
working
Bicycle path
Bicycle
parking

Outdoor
working

Outdoor
working

PARK

Play ground

Ramp from
basement

K29

Lithuanian Children
and Youth center
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Functional planning
TOverall flexibility
The campus complex consists of three blocks, joined by
a green lobby space in the ground floor. Each block has a
floor plate of approximately 1700 m2 and each floor can be
split between 2 to 3 tenants with optimal access for each
separate company, allowing maximum flexibility in how the
building is to be rented out.
The project can be developed in 1,2 or 3 phases. In a 3
phase model the southwestern block will be built first,
followed by the lobby pavilion and the northern block in
phase 2, and the eastern block in phase 3.
Ground Floor Layout
In the ground floor level, the southwestern block functions
as a support hub for the rest of the campus. Deliveries arrive
from the service road to the south, while kitchen facilities
are also placed on this southern façade. Auditoriums and a
public café with outdoor serving toward the new park area
are also situated here.
Ground floor areas in the other two blocks are primarily
given over to commercial spaces orientated towards Lvivo
street, while the remaining space consists of semi-public
access atriums behind a security line with space for coworking, informal meetings, and breaks within a secure
environment.
The Garden lobby is the link between all these spaces and
can be accessed from three sides, each side orientated
towards a different park. Carrousel doorways protect the
space from cold winter temperatures.
Access to the office floors above is via panorama elevators
and feature stairs, centrally placed in each block, abutting
the atrium spaces that are placed in the corners closest
the lobby
Office Floor Layout
Sculptural feature stairs lead up through the atrium to each
office level. Attractive and varied atrium spaces take up
the corners of the three buildings that are closest to each
other, winding their way up with changing footprints from
floor to floor. In this way the atriums provide a connection
and synergy between the blocks. Shared break space
with quality coffee machines and kitchenettes as well
as informal meeting facilities are provided in this arrival
zone, while the rest of the office floor can be kept private
for separate tenants. Two central vertical cores house
fire stairs, shafts and toilet facilities. Meeting facilities are
also placed in this central zone and can either be shared
between tenants or rented separately by each tenant as
part of a single, continuous tenancy space.
A flexible planning grid made up of 1,5 m increments allows
for diverse space planning, be it open plan, semi-enclosed
or a cellular layout.
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Ground floor

1st - 5th floor

6th floor
Floor division for multitenancies
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Ground floor plan
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Typical floor plan
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Building materials
Exterior finishes
We have designed a facade that combines the modern
feel of the ‘Urban Hill’ district with the historic nature of the
city. We propose a double glass facade, with a series of
closed panel elements which jut from the façade to provide
solar shading, there where we have workplace areas, while
allowing good natural light conditions. Further shading is
provided by metal louvers hidden between the two layers
of class. The closed facade panels consist of light coloured
flame finished granite from Sardinia, chosen to match the
tones of the old town.
In the ground floor the amount of stone used in the façade
is increased to give a base motif reminiscent of the historic
buildings of the old town.
There where the facade is to the atrium space, it is kept
light and open, to allow a clear view out to the surroundings,
and into the other blocks of the campus. The facade is
segmented in 1,5m modules, which ensures maximum
flexibility in planning the office space.
The roof of the green lobby is a green roof with focus on
providing for biodiversity

Natural stone
facades

Aliuminium
frames

Different pattern tiles Garden lobby

Interior finishes

Interior finishes should be in light, raw, and honest. We
choose Nordic or Baltic materials, such as white acoustic
plaster, light timber acoustic panels on the cores, and a
light paved finish in the garden lobby to match the outdoor
surfaces. Plants, tall trees, and the natural habitats in
the atriums will create a semi-public oasis, giving a
“wow” factor at an instance when walking into the space.
Colourful, functional and fun furniture settings, scattered
through these oases will introduce a lively atmosphere,
making the atriums a place everybody will want to be. Work
areas are to reflect neutral and peaceful environments with
carpet tiles on the floors, acoustic panels on the ceilings
to improve performance and a varying palette of colours
to help with wayfinding and brand the spaces. Pops of
colour through furniture and joinery items will introduce
contrasting elements to break the ordinary corporate feel,
feature lighting over different work settings is to create
home-like areas. Floors are raised to help with flexible
cabeling and ceilings are suspended with built-in lighting
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28.00m
24.40m

C2

C1

Green roof
Lvivo str

Shopping windows

Geležinio Vilko street elevation

C2
C3

C1

West entrance

1:500

Shifting corner
atrium
Green roof with
skylights
Park

Main entrance elevation (East entrance)

C2
C1
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Cafe

C3

1:500

Garden Lobby

Auditoriums
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Transport and pedestrian
flow solutions
The project plot at Lvivo str. 68A is located in the central
part of the city. It borders the streets of Lviv and Gelezinio
Vilko. On the south side, at a distance of about two hundred
meters, is Konstitucijos Avenue. So the accessibility of the
projected object on foot is really good. Accessibility by
public transport is also good: the nearest public transport
stop is on Konstitucijos Avenue at the adjacent K29
Park. Therefore, three equivalent entrances to the site
are planned, absorbing all relevant pedestrian flows. A
communal bicycle path built next to the plot also ensures
the possibility to reach the object by bike or scooter.
The accessibility of the projected plot by cars is good due
to the already developed transport infrastructure at the
neighboring K29 building. Cars enter the territory from
Lviv Street, and ramps are installed at the border of the
projected object and K29 plots. There are two ramps one for entry and the other for exit. In this way, there is a
balanced traffic in the quarter that eliminates traffic jams
during peak hours. Although these ramps are installed at
the K29 site, their external parts are planned on state land
and intended for transport infrastructure. After analyzing
the traffic flows in the structure of the inner quarter, as well
as the ownership documents of the neighboring plots, we
propose to make optimal use of the existing infrastructure.
We offer to use the existing ramps for the underground
parking of the projected object. As a result of this decision,
an optimal result will be obtained from the transport
point of view, which will allow prioritizing the interests of
pedestrians and cyclists. This concept is also in line with
modern real estate development goals - sustainability,
ecology, and value engineering. The load of shared ramps
complies with the local norms - the total number of cars
does not exceed 1000 units.
To make use of the above-mentioned ramps for the Lvivo
68A project, we plan to cut openings in the retaining walls,
symmetrically to the existing K29 access openings to the
parking lot. A diesel generator will be raised at the entrance
ramp on the -1 floor. A technically suitable room will be built
nearby. Designed parking has a rational plan. Traffic on 5.5
m wide indoor streets is organized in one direction. On the
-1 floor there are planned technical rooms for each of the
three buildings. There are also bicycle storage facilities and
changing rooms with showers for cyclists. The standard
number of electric vehicle charging racks is estimated.
The structure of the -2 floor plan is analogous, only without
additional functions - so more parking spaces are designed
there. The total number of cars meets the needs and is 446
underground parking spaces.
Also, at the request of the Client, in case of technical or
legal obstacles, an alternative layout of the ramps on the
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Livivo 68A plot is foreseen (planned) according to the
recommendations of the detailed plan.
The total number of bicycles in the underground and above
ground is 105.
With the solutions of the site plan, we also aimed to create
a unified transport infrastructure system for the entire
quarter. The existing traffic calming street meandering
around the Lvivo 68A and K29 plots will serve both plots
in the same way. Not only ramps (as described above) but
also both business centres services will work in the same
principle: Taxi drop-off, delivery of goods and garbage
removal.
The entrance to the quarter is planned from the west side of
the plot from Lvivo street. This side is the most favorable to
design all transport service functions as this area borders
the noisy Galežinio vilko street. We have arranged all these
functions on the western side with the aim of leaving the
southeastern side of the park as quiet as possible.
The drop off / pick up and taxi zone in front of the western
entrance is planned on the principle of analogous to the
K29 - forming a roundabout. This is the most convenient
solution for this situation and has proved its worth in a
neighboring facility.
Delivery of products to the business center is also planned
from the west side. The rest of the service will be carried
out from underground parking using service lifts.
Garbage containers are planned on the west side at
the entrance ramp symmetrically to the K29 garbage
containers. This would make the most efficient removal of
garbage from the quarter.
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Sustainable solutions
Inciumendi reic tem et, optatiatur aut facerro earuptatesse
conserepe repelibus exeres velectatio. Xerum haria
secustiae ipid ut fugiae voluptatur remporest, occabore
a expedignis volorit isquoditatur as es nonseque nam
liquaeces dolestios moluptatem numquo cullibus
consequossum reribusam repre de lab into cus ipsum
abore omnimaio. Nemollate labo. Ebitamusdam incide
voloreicimo que net lam, te ea apic testius voluptatus.
Xim quibusa perspelicae doles ellandi gentiis abo. Ximetur
aut duciditibus, que pero et il in cus ut et la volupta por
as ex et que sitia nis molorecate nate conem aliquam qui
odicienis experio offic tenim as etur, solupta tendis et re
et de lam enditem expeles enistio rporum velitis consequ
atumqui bernam doluptur ant.
Optatecabore quatas atissus.
Les expelicid eosapelitate voluptatio dellor sam,
conectotate cusda volupta tquiam, od que porepelibus
dolupie ndandae. Itassitatur, tem apiendipic te voluptatet
arum quodis aut poreperepero dis res estion esequo
illaboris con pa con endi cuptat animus eaqui comniss
itiandit lab ipsuntiam quo bla aut et eturibus aut quist
occaturiam, od magnimus

Building structural solutions
Inciumendi reic tem et, optatiatur aut facerro earuptatesse
conserepe repelibus exeres velectatio. Xerum haria
secustiae ipid ut fugiae voluptatur remporest, occabore
a expedignis volorit isquoditatur as es nonseque nam
liquaeces dolestios moluptatem numquo cullibus
consequossum reribusam repre de lab into cus ipsum
abore omnimaio. Nemollate labo. Ebitamusdam incide
voloreicimo que net lam, te ea apic testius voluptatus.
Xim quibusa perspelicae doles ellandi gentiis abo. Ximetur
aut duciditibus, que pero et il in cus ut et la volupta por
as ex et que sitia nis molorecate nate conem aliquam qui
odicienis experio offic tenim as etur, solupta tendis et re
et de lam enditem expeles enistio rporum velitis consequ
atumqui bernam doluptur ant.
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General indicators
BUILDING STRUCTURAL SOLUTIONS
PLOT INFORMATION
Plot area

BUILDING C1
Use of building
Intensity of development
Density of development
Gross floor area
Useful floor area
Volume
Number of storeys
Height of the building

Multi‐tenant office / conference, commercial area
1,17
21 %
9.230 m2
7.510 m2
40.138 m3
6 storeys
24,4 meter

BUILDING C2
Use of building
Intensity of development
Density of development
Gross floor area
Useful floor area
Volume
Number of storeys
Height of the building

Multi‐tenant office / commercial area
1,34
21 %
10.593 m2
8.636 m2
45.780 m3
7 storeys
28,0 meter

BUILDING C3
Use of building
Intensity of development
Density of development
Gross floor area
Useful floor area
Volume
Number of storeys
Height of the building

Multi‐tenant office / commercial area
0,91
17 %
7.205 m2
5.643 m2
32.574 m3
6 storeys
24,4 meter

BUILDING CX
Use of building
Intensity of development
Density of development
Gross floor area
Useful floor area
Volume
Number of storeys
Height of the building

Arrival area, lobby
0,08
8%
645 m2
613 m2
3.225 m3
1 storey
5,0 meter

TOTAL
Intensity of development
Density of development
Gross floor area
Useful floor area
Volume

BASEMENT
Use of building
Number of storeys
Number of parking, cars
Number of parking, bicycles
Gross floor area
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7.915 m2

3,5
66
27.673
22.401
121.717

Parking

2
446
105
15.470

%
m2
m2
m3

storeys
parking spaces
parking spaces
m2
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